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We have come to a turning point in American history where
we must decide whose hands we place the sovereignty of our
nation in. When there is a vacuum of leadership within the
nation it opens up old wounds of which we thought were
healed. Wounds of civil insurrection, wounds of anarchy,
wounds of division and the 'fog of war' of misinformation and

THE UNIFICATION PARTY
SUPPORTING IN UNITY : SERVING WITH HONOR
The 'Unification Party' was formed to represent and defend
the United States of America by creating a third majority
party to unify all Americans. We believe in electing people
of integrity into public office, restoring honor to our men
and women in the armed forces and restoring dignity to our
first responders and veterans. We are a unified party of
those who know what it means to sacrifice for land and
liberty. We are the first and last line of American patriots
who have chosen to keep the torch of liberty burning against
both domestic and foreign threats. We believe in giving

conspiracy theories that are tearing apart the fabric of our
The Help We Will Need To Form A Third Party Majority
In The United States Is An Unprecedented One And Our
Story Begins With You. There Are So Many Ways To
'Touch The World' And To Bring The Voice Of This
Nation To So Many That We Will Summarize The Ways
In Which You Can Help Us End The Bi-partisan Deadlock
And Bring Balance To The United States. It Is Not An
Impossible Dream To Realize A Tri-Party Government,
We Just Have To Want It In Our Hearts, Minds And Souls.
We Have To Want It Not For Us, But For The
Stabilization And The Preservation Of Our Democracy
And For Generations Of Future Americans To Come!

America back to the people.

nation. During the Civil War the nation had to decide if we
would coexist 'half slave and half free'. During the Cold War
we had to decide if we would exist 'half communist or half
free'. In this century we must decide if we are going to
continue to exist. The decades of infighting between the two
parties have slowly eroded the columned marbled halls of our
Democracy into dust; a house divided against itself cannot
stand. You; the nation must decide how you wish history to
write our fate, whether this 'Great Experiment' will fall apart
through two parties deadlocked in serving themselves,
or place the fate of the nation in the hands of The Unification
Party. A new party birthed by patriotism, unified through
Democracy and baptized in freedom; a party unstained by
corruption and the pride of voting down party lines, a party

The 'Unification Party' serves as the backbone of American

destined to serve with unburdened leadership that will bring

Democracy by preserving the checks and balances of the

about a new dawn in America from sea to shining sea.

constitution and the rule of law by electing people of

Where do we stand? We stand with our Founding Fathers and

integrity into public office. We believe in serving with

the patriots of old who sacrificed their lives for freedom and

honor and supporting all through unity. The Unification

democracy and we must never allow those sacrifices to be in

party of the United States of America needs your help in

vein. We stand with our first responders, our teachers, our

building our party to ensure we survive through the many

armed forces, our military veterans and all those Americans

real challenges and threats we face throughout our nation

who are struggling, who have continued to build our nation

and around the world. Please consider joining a new party
that has not been tainted by special interests or burdened by
the pressures of political strife.
We need good hard working American patriots to open the
eyes of our nation to a new dawn of American unity and
cooperation. We need to end the political divide that has
been destroying our nation for far too long. Together we
will create new economic opportunities by expanding our
national efforts to unify all Americans together as we work
to rebuild our international sovereignty and dignity.
continues ...

Creating relationships is one of the most natural of human
interactions and yet the most complex. How does one read
into another and build a foundation for growth and
respect? The Unification Party accomplishes this through
constant interaction. We believe in coming down from our
ivory towers and listening and supporting the people of the
united states. We believe in building more of just a
constituent relationship , but a relationship that will
identify your needs, learn how we can help you grow and
prosper, and protect your interests!

without praise and without thanks still believing in themselves
and the American dream. Well, they have been denied honor
and support for far too long. If I am wrong, then I misjudged
the pulse of the nation, but I know in my heart that I am right,
because the pulse of the nation is getting weaker. Weaker,
because we give too much of our American blood to support
and defend those that only wish to destroy us and weaker
because we refuse to exercise the muscles of our nation's
unchallenged military might, for fear of poor trade
negotiations with countries who take advantage of our military
and trade secrets, while they nurture their own economy and
extend the reach of their military capabilities.
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Continues... We will not only acknowledge but celebrate the
service and self-sacrifice of our first responders, armed forces
and our priceless veterans who must be treated honorably in
times of peace and in times of war. For us to ensure endless
opportunities for all Americans we must stop supporting those

THE UNIFICATION PARTY

representatives who are dedicated to expanding our nation’s
political divide by voting down party lines, there is no one

SUPPORTING IN UNITY : SERVING WITH HONOR

'party mold' that can contain the ideals of freedom, the light of
liberty, and the endless possibilities Democracy grants to all
Americans. We must question those representatives who
initiate to the floor of congress the same empty foreign policies
and the same stale domestic agendas that do not relate to our
new world, because to live in the past ensures the destruction of
our future.

A THIRD PARTY OPTION TO UNIFY ALL AMERICANS

The 'Unification Party' needs your help expanding throughout

BY ELECTING PEOPLE OF INTEGRITY INTO OFFICE.

the nation. With every passing day we lose priceless
opportunities to shape and stabilize the nation the way our
founding fathers intended it to be. We need your help to
reclaim the United States from those who take advantage of the
power of your vote to further their own self-interests instead
your own. Every American can no longer afford to take the
path of least resistance, while other nations work tirelessly to
undo the foundation of our democracy, you must act, and

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
US DIRECTLY OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

contribute to the cause of freedom, do not stand by to be an
eyewitness to the current events created by two parties
deadlocked, which are paralyzing our nation. We must act to
strengthen our resolve to uphold our ideals and our solemn
responsibilities of self-sacrificing for others when they are in
need, fighting the good fight no matter what the costs, and

UPUSA@UNIFICATIONNATION.ORG

UPUSA@UNIFICATIONNATION.ORG

forging ahead into new areas of innovation and discovery.

WWW.UNIFICATIONNATION.ORG

WWW.UNIFICATIONNATION.ORG

Experiment’ so we may forever be the masters of our own

Please join the Unification Party and help us restore this 'Great
destiny and renew hope for countless Americans for
generations to come!
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